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Abstract: Understanding the electrochemical doping of organic semiconductors plays a crucial role in the current development of organic electronics. In this short review, we present how temperature- and time-dependent visible-near-infrared (Vis-NIR) spectro-electrochemistry and terahertz spectroscopy, combined with multivariate curve resolution analysis, can inform on the fundamental mechanisms governing the doping kinetics and efficiency of two archetypal semiconducting polymers (PEDOT and P3HT). We highlight the experimental procedures and data analysis performed to access (i) the thermodynamic parameters driving the extent and dynamics of electrochemical reactions in doped systems and (ii) how the density and nature of charged species (polarons, bipolarons) impact the charge carrier delocalization, effective THz mobility and hence short-range conductivity.
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1. Introduction

The specific properties of organic semiconductors, compared to their inorganic counterparts, open the way to the development of new electronics with unique characteristics. To name a few, organic semiconductors such as π-conjugated polymers, allow flexible and more environmentally friendly thermogenerators for the conversion of heat losses into useful electricity,[1-2] high-capacitance electrodes for electrochemical energy storage,[3] or low cost and high sensitivity biosensors for healthcare applications.[4-5] These current device developments are promising and address current societal issues of alternative energy production and storage, as well as the increasing need for medical diagnostics and personalized treatments. However, in their intrinsic state, π-conjugated polymers typically have an electrical conductivity (σ) below 10^{-6} S cm^{-1}.[6] Consequently, doping — i.e., the increase of the density of charge carriers — is required to reach the conductivities needed for the operation of these devices. Doping can be chemical (electron transfer due to the insertion of a dopant)[7-8]) (Fig. 1a) or electrochemical (injection of a charge from an electrode to compensate for the insertion of an ion)[9]) (Fig. 1b). The understanding of the fundamental mechanisms limiting the kinetics and efficiency of doping is hence paramount to afford educated molecular engineering and rational optimization of these technologies. In this article, we present how time-resolved visible-near-infrared (Vis-NIR) absorbance spectroscopy and in situ terahertz (THz) spectroscopy can provide insights on the mechanisms limiting the performance of chemically and electrochemically doped archetypal polymers such as poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) and poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT).

2. Temperature-dependent Vis-NIR Absorbance Spectro-Electrochemistry

To electrochemically dope an organic semiconductor, the material must be deposited onto a conductive electrode (working electrode) and immersed in an electrolyte together with, at least, one quasi-reference electrode (Fig. 1b).[10] By applying a voltage above the oxidation/reduction potential of the semiconductor between the working and the quasi-reference electrodes, one can control the doping extent.[11] Upon voltage application, solvated ions are driven inside the semiconductor matrix and an electronic charge carrier is injected from the working electrode to the semiconductor to ensure electroneutrality. The semiconductor undergoes electrochemical oxidation/reduction and its conductivity
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changes. The dynamics of electrochemical doping of an organic semiconductor is mainly determined by three steps (Fig. 1b): (i) the electrolyte polarization (time for the positive and negative ions to form a double layer when voltage is applied), (ii) the ion diffusion (time for ions to travel through the semiconductor thickness), (iii) the oxidation/reduction of the semiconductor (time for charge carriers to be injected and induce the electrochemical reaction).[12]

First, the electrolyte polarization mainly depends on the ionic character of the salt (i.e., its association energy),[13] its concentration (which influences the solvation degree)[14] and the distance between the two electrodes (i.e., the electrolyte thickness).[15] Second, the ion diffusion is mainly limited by the semiconductor thickness[16] and the mobility of the ions within the semiconductor matrix. As a result, thicker films suffer more from ion-diffusion limitations that can be tempered by increasing film porosity.[17,18] If the solvated ions and the semiconductors are immiscible, ion penetration can be negligible, resulting in very limited doping extent only due to field-effect.[19-20] There are three main strategies to afford important and fast ion penetration: 1) Adapting the solvent of the electrolyte (polarity, viscosity). For instance, the use of ionic liquids fastens the doping kinetics, which can be further improved by dilution with acetonitrile.[21] 2) Modifying the nature of the ions (polarizability, size). For instance, aqueous KCl electrolyte essentially dopes P3HT only at the surface, while aqueous KPF$_6$ induces a large bulk doping effect.[22] 3) Engineering the structure of the semiconductor (side-chain engineering, film morphology).[22-23] The substitution of apolar alkyl side chains by more polar oligo(ethylene glycol) side chains has proven to be an efficient strategy to increase doping efficiency and speed up doping kinetics.[22,23] Conversely, the addition of additives/co-solvents induces morphological changes that can impact the ion mobility. For instance, adding ethylene glycol in PEDOT:PSS casting solution causes a twofold decrease in ion mobility.[31] Lastly, the kinetics of the oxidation/reduction of the semiconductor depends on the energetics of the system, such as the energy barrier between the work function of the electrode and the HOMO/LUMO of the semiconductor that drives charge carrier injection,[32] and the thermodynamic parameters of the electrochemical reactions.

In the field of organic electronics, electrolyte polarization and ion diffusion are widely studied, but fundamentals driving electrochemical reactions are rarely investigated experimentally.

In our recent work, we combined temperature-dependent time-resolved Vis-NIR absorbance spectroscopy with kinetic modelling to address the thermodynamic parameters driving the kinetics of doping/dedoping of PEDOT:PSS films in NaCl aqueous electrolyte.[33]

Without applied voltage, PEDOT semiconducting polymer is intrinsically doped by the surrounding PSS ion-conductive matrix (Fig. 2a). Upon voltage application, one can control the injection of Na$^+$ to compensate the charge on PSS and dedope PEDOT$^{+}$ to PEDOT$^{0}$.[31,34] The experimental procedure to selectively assess the thermodynamic parameters driving the dedoping/redoping reactions is first to choose experimental conditions where electrolyte polarization and ion diffusion are not kinetically limiting. For PEDOT:PSS, we chose: 0.1 M electrolyte concentration, short electrode-film of thickness distance, thin film of ~100 nm. Then, the concentration of each species involved in the dedoping/redoping reactions must be evaluated. To do so, multivariate curve resolution (MCR) analysis can be used to decompose absorbance spectra into a convolution of (i) spectral signatures of the species of interest – here neutral species (N, no charge), polarons (P, paramagnetic, with unpaired spins) and bipolarons (B, diamagnetic, with paired spins) – and (ii) concentrations ([N], [P], [B]).[35] MCR analysis can be implemented from an open-source package on Python. To first study what drives the successive electrochemical equilibria, steady-state absorbance spectra are acquired at different dedoping voltages. Analyzing the data with MCR provides the steady-state concentrations from which one can calculate the equilibrium constant using $K_{\text{neutral}} = \ln([\text{P}]/[\text{B}])$ and $K_{\text{ bipolaron}} = \ln([\text{N}]/[\text{P}])$. Applying the same procedure for a range of temperatures (from 10°C to 50°C) allows to extract the temperature dependence of K and to estimate the enthalpy ($\Delta H$) and entropy ($\Delta S$) of reaction using the Van’t Hoff equation (Fig. 2b).[37-38] For example, we found that the reduction of bipolarons to polars and of polars to neutral species is exothermic and thermodynamically favored at higher dedoping voltage and lower temperature.

Studying steady-state spectra provides insight on the equilibrium reactions that define the doping extent. Nonetheless, probing the reaction kinetics is equally important in view of optimizing applications relying on device time response such as neuromorphic[39-40] or electrophysiology devices.[41,42] Time-resolved absorbance spectroscopy upon application of voltage pulses is a fundamental tool to address reaction kinetics. We provide a description of a home-built instrument to perform such experiments in our previous work.[33] After MCR spectral decomposition of the obtained data, we observed that during dedoping, the bipolaron concentration promptly decays concomitantly with the rise of polars (Fig. 2c). Only then, neutral species start to be formed, bipolarons reach complete depletion, while polars reach a max-
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imum. Later, polarons decay into neutral species and reach an equilibrium. Based on these observations, we built a kinetic model. The details of the hypotheses considered are described in our article.\[33\] The fit quality supports the finding that the dedoping occurs according to B → P ⇔ N, with the P ⇔ N equilibrium being rate limiting. A similar analysis led us to conclude that the redoping occurs in the reverse process N → P ⇔ B. One main benefit of building a kinetic model is to quantify the rate constants (k) of the oxidation/reduction reactions. In a similar fashion to the steady-state measurements, we repeated the time-resolved experiment at varying temperatures. Then, Arrhenius plots were used to access the pre-exponential factor A and activation energy E_a from A and E_a respectively.\[33\] Note that these thermodynamic terms of activation define the changes from the initial state to the transition state. They differ from the terms of reaction, estimated from the equilibrium constant, that define the changes from the initial state to the final state (i.e., reactant(s) to product(s)).

With these accessible tools and this experimental procedure, we provide a transferable way to access the thermodynamic parameters governing the extent and kinetics of the electrochemical doping of organic semiconductors. We found for PEDOT:PSS that dedoping is exothermic and enthalpy driven (charge destabilization when Na\(^+\) compensates PSS\(^-\)). On the other hand, upon redoping, states are mainly stabilized by entropy (higher density of charge carriers and higher electronic delocalization). In both cases, we show that the reaction kinetics are mainly dominated by the entropy of activation with the redoping process being faster than the dedoping process. These results provide a new lens to further optimize electrochemical polymer doping and device operation.

3. Terahertz Spectroscopy

We have introduced temperature-dependent Vis-NIR absorbance spectroscopy to evaluate doping kinetics and doping extent. But interestingly, even if the charge carrier density increases upon chemical and electrochemical doping, the resulting enhancement of the macroscale conductivity is not directly proportional.\[8, 44\] The principal reasons are: (i) a charge carrier density threshold must be reached to offer percolation of conducting pathways,\[45-46\] (ii) even above this threshold, the induced charge carriers might not be mobile and may not contribute to transport,\[47-48\] (iii) the low doping efficiency of organic semiconductors requires to introduce several molar percent of dopants or ions that may disrupt the film morphology and increase energetic disorder,\[49\] and (iv) the transport properties of the mobile charge carriers vary upon doping due to changes in the microstructural and electrostatic environment.\[50-51\] Understanding the latter is of high interest from a fundamental point of view to guide molecular engineering and materials processing.

Concretely, the question is 'how does the density and nature (polarons, bipolarons) of the charged species impact the charge carrier delocalization and mobility?'. To answer it, we have proposed in our recent work to use THz spectroscopy.\[52\] THz spectroscopy probes the short-range transport properties of the doped conductive polymer. The length scale probed by THz spectroscopy ranges from tens to hundreds of nanometers, as it corresponds to the distance that a mobile charge carrier can travel within the electric field of a short THz pulse (~1 ps). As a result, THz spectroscopy enables us to disentangle the intrinsic transport properties of the doped material from the macroscale contributions (long-range disorder, grain boundaries, traps, and contact resistances). Note that this technique is only sensitive to charge carriers on the host semiconductor as the ones on the ions or ionized dopants are comparatively immobile due to higher localization.

In our recent study, we compare the short-range transport properties of P3HT upon electrochemical doping with 0.1 M aqueous KPF\(_6\) or 0.1 M TBAPF\(_6\) in acetonitrile versus chemical doping with 17% mol 2,3,5,6-tetrafluor-7,7,8,8-tetracyan-chinodimethan (F\(_2\)TCNQ).\[52\] For \textit{in situ} electrochemical measurements, a dedicated three-electrode cell was developed, and the film was
pre-cycled to stabilize the film morphology. THz spectra were acquired at steady state for different voltages. For doping voltages from −0.6 V to −1.0 V versus Ag/AgCl, a decay in amplitude and a phase shift of the transmitted THz electric field is observed (Fig. 3a). This results from an increase of the density of charge carriers that absorb and delay the THz pulses. After Fourier transformation of the transmitted time-domain THz electric field into the frequency domain, one can extract the refractive index \( n \) and absorption coefficient \( k \).\cite{53-54} Knowing \( n(\omega) \) and \( k(\omega) \), the complex conductivity \( \sigma(\omega) = \sigma_{\text{real}} + i\sigma_{\text{imag}} \) (Fig. 3b) is calculated using the equations:

\[
\sigma_{\text{real}}(\omega) = 2\omega\varepsilon_0 n(\omega)k(\omega)
\]

\[
\sigma_{\text{imag}}(\omega) = \omega \varepsilon_0 (k^2(\omega) - n^2(\omega) + \varepsilon_{\text{inf}})
\]

where \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the vacuum permittivity and \( \varepsilon_{\text{inf}} \) the optical dielectric constant.

The fit parameters are: the scattering time \( \tau \), the plasma frequency \( \omega_p \) and the localization parameter \( c_1 \). Note that the scattering time \( \tau \) was linked at all voltages as the real parts have similar shapes. Hypothesis made are detailed in our article.\cite{55} Finally, the effective THz mobility (Fig 4) is obtained from:

\[
\mu_{\text{eff}} = \frac{\tau}{m^* (1 + c_1)}
\]

with \( m^* \) the effective mass assumed to be 1.7 \( m_e \), \( m_e \) being the electron mass.\cite{55}

The results are summarized in Fig. 4. First, we confirm that the effective mobility depends on the doping extent. It rises from −0.6 to −0.7 V up to \( \sim 7 \text{ cm}^2 \text{ V}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \) as the localization parameter \( c_1 \) becomes less negative (−0.91 to −0.78), and then stays constant at higher doping voltages. In parallel, the contributions of polarons and bipolarons were accessed as discussed above using steady-state absorbance spectro-electrochemistry and MCR analysis. From −0.6 to −0.7 V, the density of polarons remains constant while bipolarons increase. At higher voltages, more bipolarons are formed, but the effective mobility stagnates. The initial improvement in the effective mobility is thus not due to bipolarons being more conductive than polarons but can rather be assigned to the co-existence of polarons and bipolarons enabling mixed valence hopping transport. The decrease of the conductivity reported at very high doping extent when polarons are depleting supports the hypothesis that both polarons and bipolarons are required for efficient transport in doped P3HT.\cite{52, 56}

Knowing that the effective mobility stagnates at higher doping levels, the continuous increase observed in the short-range conductivity is solely attributed to the increase of charge carrier density (Fig. 4). The difference between the injected carriers obtained \( \text{via} \) chronoamperometry (orange line), and the carrier density estimated from the Drude-Smith fits suggests that not all charge carriers are mobile enough to contribute to the transport. Overall, a maximal short-range conductivity of \( \sim 300 \text{ S cm}^{-1} \) is obtained in aqueous KPF_{6}. By repeating this measurement in TBAPF_{6}/acetonitrile, we found \( \sim 270 \text{ S cm}^{-1} \), while a maximal macroscopic conductivity of 224 S cm\(^{-1}\) is reported in literature for electrochemically doped P3HT in the same electrolyte.\cite{56} This difference indicates that the long-range losses and device structure cause a decrease of 20% in P3HT conductivity. In comparison, the maximal macroscopic conductivity obtained \( \text{via} \) chemical doping with F_{4}TCNQ is \( \sim 1.8 \text{ S cm}^{-1} \) at 17%mol.\cite{57} This dopant concentration (17%mol) corresponds to a similar doping level reached at −0.6 V upon electrochemically doping, being associated to a short-range conductivity of \( \sim 36 \text{ S cm}^{-1} \).\cite{52} The twentyfold difference is partly explained by an effective mobility one order of magnitude lower in the chemically doped system (Fig. 4). We attribute the lower mobility of the charges induced by chemical doping to the aggregation of ionized dopants and polymer chains, thereby causing higher static energetic disorder.\cite{58} Note that at such high doping extent, Coulomb trapping has a negligible effect compared to energetic disorder in the transport properties of doped organic semiconductors.\cite{59}

4. Conclusions

In this work, we present two spectroscopic tools to gain insights on fundamental parameters that govern the kinetics and efficiency of doping in semiconducting polymers. Temperature-dependent Vis-NIR absorbance spectroscopy combined with computational MCR analysis and kinetic modelling allow to quantify the thermodynamic parameters controlling the electrochemical reactions of PEDOT:PSS thin film upon voltage application in aqueous NaCl electrolyte. After electrolyte polarization and ion diffusion,
management, rational control of the enthalpy and entropy of the system via molecular engineering, morphological characterization, and theoretical calculations, is foreseen to be the challenge to address to further enhance the performance of electrochemical organic devices and extend their fields of application.

Complementarily, THz spectroscopy provides insights on the short-range conductivity and effective mobility induced upon doping. We learned that the co-existence of polarons and bipolarons affords a higher charge carrier delocalization in P3HT, which translates into a higher effective mobility in the electrochemical system. At high doping voltages, the rise in conductivity is only attributed to the increase in charge carrier density. THz spectroscopy is also a useful tool to compare the efficiency of different doping methods. We hence demonstrated that a higher conductivity could be reached via electrochemical doping and that at similar doping level, electrochemical doping induces more mobile charges than chemical doping in P3HT.

We believe that broadening the scope of materials and doping methods studied with these spectroscopic tools will deepen the understanding of the fundamental mechanisms driving doped organic devices and will provide important guidelines to rationally optimize future generations of organic semiconductors.
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